CASE STUDIES
This document contains nine case studies (stories) of young farmers and fishers and how they were
involved in the program. These stories act as case studies to illustrate the contextual factors affecting
young farmers that prevent them from reaching their goals and show in depth how different individuals
change as a result of engaging with the Young Farmer Business Program.
All participants were interviewed three times between 2018 – 2021 to capture both the short-term and
long-term changes which resulted from engaging in the program. The names, ages, and locations of
participants have been changed for privacy reasons.
The case studies illustrate the different types of impacts that the program had upon young farmers and
fishers. The headline impacts show the most significant change for each participant, that is, the change
that they thought was the most significant from their perspective.
The headline impacts are (click on a title to jump to the relevant case study):
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Improved planning and networks

Richard
Age: 34
Location: Hunter
Fishing situation: Owns his own fishing
business
Richard owns and runs his own fishing business
with the support of his partner Nikki. Richard
owns a boat and has been fishing for years. Nikki
works outside fishing full-time and supports
Richard with the bookkeeping.

Future goal
Richard’s goal is to continue working as a fisher running a successful, profitable business,
and to buy a house for his family.

Barriers to reaching this goal
Access to capital to buy a new boat is a challenge for all fishers. Banks do not recognise boats as
collateral for a loan, so fishers are unable to borrow funds for a boat unless they have another asset as
collateral. This is different to farmers, who can use the farmland purchased as collateral. This means that
fishers need to either purchase property first to use as collateral, or save up the cost of an entire new
boat.
Disorganisation was a challenge for Richard. Richard would normally act without planning in advance,
and struggle with managing the accounts and keeping receipts.
“Before the coaching we had no plan: we would just setup, get out on the boat, fish, then
come home.”
Richard lacked the motivation to improve his business. Before the program had never spent time
learning things like accounting and business management, or playing an active role in industry.
Industry-wide challenges that affect fishers are also relevant to Richard. The fishing industry is facing
many challenges such as falling fish stocks, lack of access to loans, competition from larger fishers, and
setting market prices for fish. These challenges mean that maintaining viability is an ongoing challenge,
and many people were leaving the industry.
“In the past few years six people have left the harbour, three retired, and three failed.”
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Richard faced criticism from other fishers for trying new things and working with government. This
was a challenge for him trying to achieve his goal by working in different ways and not doing things the
way they had always been done.
“We were trying to change the system within the coop (cooperative), you had generational
fisherman which do it one way and that’s the law. We were trying to find outside buyers,
work with government, whereas they were like ‘government is bad, don’t have anything to do
with them’. That was a bit of pressure.”

Involvement with the program
Richard participated in the individual coaching program

Outcomes and impact
Richard has doubled his profit due to the coaching program. He had improved the day-to-day
management of the business, made investments, and depreciated assets in the early years of coaching
which started to pay off two years later. These benefits were expected to continue into the future.
Richard has improved the long-term viability of his business by increasing profits and managing these
funds. Richard has opened a farm management account reduces tax in profitable years and can be
drawn upon if he faces challenges in the future. Additional cash flow also allows him to save more for a
house and a boat.
Richard is making informed decisions on a day-to-day basis. Rather than making day-to-day choices
based upon feel and experience, Richard has fully costed all components of the business and uses this
to choose options based on what will provide the greatest profit.
“[The coach] made us cost everything: how much it cost to get out of the harbour, every
bucket of feed, every trap. When he started, I thought ‘what is this?’, but now it is so useful,
you can make informed decisions about everything you do… Before the program if we
wanted more money, we fished more. Now we know the value of that time in Excel.”
Richard and Nikki have improved their organisation and planning. Richard explained that organisation
is significant for him because it means he is ready to capitalize on opportunities and good fishing
seasons, rather than being reactive and last-minute.
“Organisation doesn’t sound that important, but I think it is a big aspect in our commercial
fishing. The fish we chase are seasonal, so if you are ready for the next season – right now
I am ready for the next mackerel season. Before the program, mackerel season would start
and I would say ‘oh god oh god I need to do so much.’”
Richard has improved self-belief and assurance which comes from basing his decisions on evidence,
being more organized, and the encouragement of the coach. This self-belief allows him to make
decisions and plan for the business. Additional years experience has contributed to this self-belief in
addition to the program.
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“I am 100% more confident. Before, I didn’t know what’s coming and I was second-guessing
myself… now I am just saying ‘do it, we are doing it’. That’s a lot to do with experience too.”
Richard and Nikki have vastly improved their networks and draw upon them regularly. The coach
pushed them to expand their network and meet new people, and now they are consistently in touch with
the Co-op and fishermen’s association.
“We have a massive network now. We talk to a lot of people, I go to industry conferences in
Sydney and Melbourne, I do stuff with DPI on whale entanglement, … we even get calls
from Channel 9.”
Richard and Nikki contributed to a policy change in the NSW government. Access to capital has
historically been a challenge for fishers due to the reasons discussed above. However, fishers are now
eligible for loans through the RAA after a recent change to the eligibility criteria. This is a significant
instance of policy impact on an industry-level which had been lobbied and fought for by multiple fishing
industry actors and associations. Richard and Nikki contributed to this change by approaching their MP
and the Minister for Primary Industries to tell them about the barriers faced by fishers.

Most Significant Change
The most significant changes from the program for me have been the networking and improved
planning. These two go hand in hand. Before the coaching there was no networking, we talked to the
boys at the Coop and that was it. We mainly went out and fished without planning, and any planning
we did was always very indecisive, because you didn’t want to invest money into traps in case it didn’t
work. Now we have much more confidence, we know what to do if things go wrong, and we talk to
other fishers and the fishermen’s association regularly. The program pushed us to expand our
networks and get organised, without the program we would have been doing the same thing we
always did. In the future our business will be so much better off. These two things were the most
significant changes for me because they have the biggest impact on the bottom line, these are the
main two things that increase our productivity and sales. Everything else stems from those two things,
everything.
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Improved financial literacy

Shane
Age: 28

Location: Western

Farming situation: Aspiring young farmer, working
off-farm
Shane and his partner live and work in central NSW.
Both work off-farm: Shane works as a livestock
extension officer and Lisa is a teacher. Shane’s
parents were interested in farming and leased a
small farm when he was young, which sparked his
interest in farming. However, his parents no longer
work on a farm, so succession is not an option.

Future goal
Shane’s goal is to own and work on a farm. However, he recognises that this is a large goal
and will realistically happen in many steps: starting with a small farm supplemented by parttime work off-farm, then gradually increasing size in the coming decades.

Barriers to reaching this goal
Access to capital is the largest barrier for Shane purchasing farmland. He recognises that farms require
a large capital investment, so it takes years and years of savings to accumulate enough for a deposit.
Shane also recognises that property prices increase each year he saves for a deposit.
“When you are really trying to be critical and realistic the question is how can you build that
much wealth in 15-20 years’ time when racing against capital gains. That is the only thing I
can’t see a genuine way around.”
The requirement for a 40% deposit on farmland is part of this barrier. Shane recognises that the
deposit required for farmland is much higher than the deposit for residential loan, and that a potential
opportunity is to start farming on a block with a lower deposit, then gradually build from there.
“The only way I can see to get around that is to buy small enough scale that you buy on the
residential loan. So, to do that you pretty much have to go up the coast where it’s really high
rainfall, small blocks so you could get below that threshold… you’ll be able to run 55 cows. It
will be enough to get you started.”
During the program Shane and his partner moved from the far West to the East coast, which brings them
closer to their goal. Shane has received conditional approval for a loan to buy a small block of land
where he could get started.
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Involvement with the program
Shane has been engaged with many elements of the program. He has attended the Bank
Ready, Bank Savvy and Profit Ready, and two courses – Business Edge and the Marketing
School. In addition, Shane was a member of the program Advisory Committee for the second
half of the program. The program recruited young farmers to the advisory committee partly to
provide another business opportunity to this group.

Outcomes and impact
Shane has improved financial literacy and increased confidence to talk about business in his job.
Shane explained that he felt much more confident talking about economics and business with clients at
work, and with the bank manager when applying for a loan. Shane did not attribution this to a single
workshop or learning, but as a broad outcome from his overall involvement in the program.
Shane used the program materials and guidance when applying for the loan. Shane said the program
materials helped him step through the process and gave him assurance he was doing the right thing.
“The simple little credit paper that you get in Bank Savvy, I followed that process to the tee
when I went to a couple of lenders and that was good. Actually writing it down on a page that
you’re preparing to hand to the bank manager pulled me up a little bit. It gave me a little
more assurance in myself and the numbers I’ve done and how I was presenting it; that it was
legitimate and I wasn’t making a fool of myself asking for a million dollars.”
Shane has applied a business mindset to his work and farming plans. Shane explained that he was
taking a business lens to his day job, which he had picked up from his involvement in the advisory
committee and Business Edge workshops.
“One thing I didn’t bargain for was the thinking I’ve taken out of involvement with the
advisory committee and thinking about the program from a business perspective to my role.
I’ve taken a little bit more of that into my day job than I anticipated.”
Shane developed a full budget following the Business Edge course, which was another demonstration
of this business mindset.
“I did set aside two days and built myself a set of management accounts in a big
spreadsheet that I wouldn’t have done without the Business Edge course”.
Shane increased his knowledge about marketing through the Marketing School. He was unable to
apply this knowledge at this stage, but he intended to draw upon it in the future once he owned a farm.
“I intend to use their principles as the core of my business.”
Shane did not learn anything new at the Bank Ready workshop. Despite it being relevant for his
farming situation, the workshop was too introductory and did not tell him anything he didn’t already know.
However, Shane said it was useful to reinforce this information and illustrate how different banks
operate.
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Shane met new people through the program and has connected with them since the events. Shane
said that most of these networks came from his involvement in the advisory committee.

Most Significant Change
The most significant change from the program for me has been improved financial literacy. It has
helped me in my work, and I am approaching the valuation of property differently to what I did before.
While this hasn’t been something specifically taught by the program, it has come as a result of the
events and my general interest in financial literacy. This is the most significant change for me because
its bigger than any single thing I have implemented, such as the bank loan or budget.
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Set and shared goals as a couple

Emma and Edgar
Age: 25
Tablelands

Location: Northern

Farming situation: Living on a residential
property, working in farming contracting and offfarm
Emma and Edgar live on a small block of land in
the Northern Tablelands with their young child.
Emma works full-time for the NSW government in
a role she started in 2020- before then she
worked part-time in a different business. Edgar
works in a contracting business with his father
that he co-owns and manages and supports his
parents farm when required.

Future goal
Emma and Edgar’s shared goal is to build their business. A key target for them is to buy 1000
acres of land within three years, because this will allow them to make a living off the land and
only work in contracting when there are opportunities to earn a high return.

Barriers to reaching this goal
Drought has been a key barrier to Edgar’s contracting business. During the drought he was forced to
travel seven hours away to find work, there were not enough jobs in the local area. He was unable to find
extra work on his parents farm as they too were unable to offer jobs.
“Edgar’s work has been very widespread this year, he’s had to travel 7 hours away for work,
when in the past he’s only travelled for one hour. This has placed pressure on the family. It’s
horrible.”
Saving a deposit to buy farmland has been another key challenge. Emma and Edgar bought a house on
residential land in 2019 and plan to maximise the capital gains through renovations. Once they have
increased their equity, they plan to search for suitable properties and get financial support from a bank.
“Getting the equity to get on a property is a challenge. In three years when the interest rates
start to rise we think that properties will come onto the market; but it will also become harder
to get a loan off a bank.”
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Involvement with the program
Edgar and Emma attended a Business Ready event in 2018.

Outcomes and impact
Emma and Edgar were more confident in their decision to restructure their business. Before the event
they had visited an accountant, who told them to restructure from a company to a partnership to pay less
tax. Attending the Business Ready event helped reinforce their understanding of the different business
structures and that they were doing the right thing.
“At the time we attended (Business Ready) we were halfway through the process of
restructuring from a partnership to a company. Half the night was based on that… When we
went to the event it helped me understand what we are doing and drove home to Edgar that
we were doing the right thing. Since the event we have restructured from a partnership to a
company.”
Emma and Edgar shared their goals with each after following the event. The event training related to
SMART goals prompted them to be open with each other and speak honestly about their future goals.
“At the event during the SMART goals session I just asked Edgar ‘What do you reckon’ and
he opened up a bit more. He told me his goals, and it was good to know what he wanted,
because I was taking on the books.”
Confidence in young farmers was another outcome from the event. Emma explained that seeing other
young farmers in the industry was inspiring and improved their self-belief.
“Good to know that we’re not the only people in the industry- confidence. It gave us some
inspiration; it’s made us more confident is ourselves as young people in a farming business.”

Most Significant Change
The most significant change from the program for me was talking about our goals with my partner and
putting the SMART things around it. Before the event we both had goals and ideas, but they were
separate in our heads, and not communicated or jointly discussed. Now they are very shared, to the
point we feel comfortable talking about our goals to other people, we are very much on the same
page. Now they are very clear goals, with timeframes and steps needed, and we have confidence that
we are doing the things to get there. This was the most significant change for me because it has given
me confidence to know what our goals are and that we can achieve them.
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Improved understanding of different options and avenues
for farming

Kevin and Meg
Age: 34

Location: Far West NSW

Farming situation: owns and manages a small
farm, leasing parents farm, contracting work offfarm
Kevin and his partner Meg live on a small farm in
Western NSW. Kevin’s primary farming income
comes from selling firewood grown on nearby
farmland owned by his parents. In addition, Kevin
keeps a small amount of 30-40 stock and grows
various crops on their land.
Kevin worked in the mines for several years until
he had saved enough money to purchase the
small farm. He also owns and operates all of the
machinery and equipment used across his
business. Meg works on the farm part-time and
helps raise their young children. Both of them do
the books for their business, and they spend a lot
of time planning.

Future goal
Kevin and Meg’s first farming goal is to lease or own their own block of forest where they can
grow and sell firewood. Firewood is the largest component of their business, and they want to
own the country that they are working on to become self-sufficient.
Running a more profitable and viable business is their second farming goal. They are gradually
increasing the amount of firewood sold each year and finding reliable buyers to sell to. They
are also seeking ways to improve profit while maintaining equipment, which is the largest cost
for their business.

Barriers to reaching this goal
Purchasing and maintaining machinery is the largest barrier to their business improving profitability.
Felling trees requires lots of equipment, and Kevin and Meg are constantly trying to calculate whether
the additional productivity from new equipment is worth the investment and identifying which element of
their production is slowing them down the most.
The physical burden upon Kevin is another barrier, as the business places considerable pressure on
his body. Kevin hired contractors to support him for short periods. Both contractors were new and
required considerable upfront training, so Meg and Kevin are currently trying to calculate whether the
additional production is worth the time and resources and re-learning how to manage people.
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Developing a reliable sales network has been another barrier. In the past Kevin has spent a lot of time
chasing new clients, or their existing clients were purchasing smaller quantities for a low price. Over time
they are gradually finding and maintaining reliable networks, which allows them to focus on other parts of
the business.
“We are getting to the point where we are optimizing the business and not chasing the loads
anymore – the clients we sell to require larger amounts of wood, less people more wood, we
are slowly finding those reliable people.”

Involvement with the program
Kevin and Meg attended a Business Ready and a Bank Ready in the first 1-2 years of the
program. There have not been any further events in their area for them to attend. In addition,
they have listened to the podcasts, including the season on succession planning.

Outcomes and impact
Kevin and Meg met new people at the events and have stayed in contact since the event. They
explained that they had continued to draw upon these new networks since the event and provided
mutual support during the drought and supported each other to improve drought preparedness.
“We definitely got lots of networks from the program We met an 80-year-old farmer who
attended an event [in 2018] on behalf of his boys, the networking with him was really
valuable. He was around here on the weekend [in 2021] and has planted a new crop where
each plant has a benefit for the soil, so we’ll probably put that crop in as well.”
Kevin is more willing to talk with farmers about business and explore different ideas. Kevin learned
about different options for farming and running a business by attending the events and talking to other
young farmers. This was especially useful during the drought, where they could talk about different
options to both manage the business and farming methods that would be sustainable in the future.
“It gives you the confidence to talk to other people that are in your area, always backwards
and forwards bouncing ideas”
Kevin and Meg have focused on the core business and improving what they were already doing rather
than investing too much in new and novel ideas. Why they are still exploring innovative ways to make
money, they indicated that the podcasts encouraged them to focus the majority of their efforts in
improving their core business.
“Changing back to core business and not branching out, have a plan in place and sticking to
it, confidence for what we were already doing.”
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Most Significant Change
The most significant change from the program for me has been the understanding of the different
options and avenues for farming and for the business, which came from talking to other people
we met at events. This is the most significant change for me because there are no guidelines for how
farming should be done, people use different methods. Learning from this can help us through drought
that is a natural part of the cycle out here.
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Improved connections and networks

Ben and Sarah
Age: 35

Location: Central NSW

Farming situation: Owns and manages a farm
Ben and Sarah live on a mixed farm in Central
NSW. They own and lease farmland, and also
participate in share cropping. Both work full-time
on the farm. Both Ben and Sarah grew up in
farming families, but they had no prospect of
succession so Ben bought his first block in his
20s and gradually built up from there.

Future goal
Ben and Sarah’s goal is simply to continue running a viable and profitable farming business
and continue to expand in the future.

Barriers to reaching this goal
Drought is a major challenge, particular the drought which occurred during the program. Ben and Sarah
virtually made no money during the drought years and were unable to invest in capital infrastructure, but
they remained viable during the drought and are ready to continue.
Financial literacy and budgeting were challenging for Ben and Sarah. Sarah was doing a lot of the
budgeting and bookkeeping for the business and was getting by on limited knowledge.
Not developing and reaching out to support networks was another barrier. Ben explained that he
made lots of mistakes which could be avoided by reaching out to others with more experience and
knowledge for guidance.
“When you think you know a fair bit and then make a lot of mistakes, you learn that you need
others. I made some shocking mistakes on the second farm I bought. If you fail to ask the
questions you won’t have the answers. You have to go through the school of hard knocks.’”
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Involvement with the program
Ben and Sarah participated in the coaching program, and attended a Bank ready. In addition,
Ben and Sarah have consistently engaged with the program team to provide updates on their
business and talk about how the program has impacted them.

Outcomes and impacts
Ben and Sarah have improved their drought preparedness and profitability. The coaching has pushed
them to appreciate the importance of forward planning and pay greater attention to drought preparation,
which had already helped them significantly during the recent drought.
“The coaching opened our eyes to the importance of forward planning. I used to plan ahead
but we’d sort of wing it but once you have a drought you need to know that you’ll have
money in the bank for 12 months, and when this happens for 2 years in a row you really
need to be prepared. If we weren’t prepared, then we might be out the back door by now.”
Ben and Sarah were making informed decisions based on trigger points. Trigger points provide a
more systematic process for making decisions and relieve stress as decisions are not being emotionally
driven. Ben and Sarah used decisions points on a daily basis and for important decisions such as when
to destock during drought.
“I’ve been able to make decisions better using trigger points. In drought, say you have 5000
sheep, you feed stock hoping it’ll rain but instead of running out and being forced to make a
decision you make a decision at a point. These trigger points clear your mind because
you’re not just hoping something will happen and the decision point is straight forward – it’s
really significant.”
Ben and Sarah have improved their budgeting and financial literacy. Both explained that they have a
much better understanding of how to budget their cash flow and how to calculate and interpret different
figures such as debt to equity ratios.
“We can now do proper cash flow budgeting. We know where we are now and know pretty
close to where we’ll be in eight months’ time.”
Ben and Sarah have developed networks and actively drawn upon those networks for support.
They have placed a greater emphasis on associating themselves with successful people, and having
win-win relationships where they invest in each other. Both gave multiple examples of when they had
reached out to people and drawn upon them for support.
“One of the places [on the farm tour] – we went there for 90 minutes, and I was so intrigued
by their business, so over Zoom I got hold of the guy’s number and had a yarn with him, and
then he invited me over for the day. I knocked around with him all day on his farm and I
learned heaps. It was so good, I got heaps out of that meeting... We've exchanged a couple
of phone calls since October, it’s going to be a long lasting relationship" – Young farmer
Part of drawing upon these networks is the self-belief and courage to meet successful people. Both
Ben and Sarah felt greater self-belief and courage to reach out to new people and ask them for support.
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“One thing that’s greatly increased is our ability to not be fearful of asking people that are
extremely successful in business, to ask for an hour of time to invest in our lives.
Ben is more willing to focus on the business as a result of the program. He explained that he is
spending more time in the office than he did due to the advice of the business coach, and seeing the
results in the business.
“I’m spending more time in the office keeping things up to date and that office has turned
more into the engine room now and this is the engine room and the success out there is
determined what’s happened to a degree.”
Ben has received a Nuffield Scholarship as a result of his involvement in the program. He spoke about
the program at a book launch for the business coach, which was attended by someone on the Nuffield
Scholar selection panel, who recommended he apply for the scholarship.
“I said, “geez I thought Nuffield Scholars were only smart people.” I applied and out of the
180 applications they received – and got one.”

Most Significant Change
The most significant change from the program for me has been the connections and networks we
have developed and talked to. The program opened our eyes to the importance of investing in good
people and them in turn investing in us and having win-win-relationships.
Before the program, I made a lot of mistakes, mistakes that other people have already made. Now we
have a greater understanding of the value of shelling out finances, in a lot of cases to get good advice.
Whether it’s agronomy, taxation, solicitors, or grain marketing advisors, we’re not so scared now. We
don’t see the finances that we spend on these people as a cost, we see it as an investment. We also
have a much bigger group of people that we can throw questions to.
This change has a very big leveraging effect, meaning we can incorporate or use all this different
advice and wisdom and other people’s skills to grow our business at a faster rate of knots, not just for
us but for others as well. We don’t want to feather our own nest only, but we want to grow our
business to benefit the broader community as well.
This is the most significant change for me because it has probably brought the most confidence into
my life – relying on more people so I don’t have to lie awake at night trying to solve everything, it’s
better peace of mind. It brings more courage into my life and business.
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Improved drought preparedness

Nathan and Laura
Age: 31

Location: Hunter

Farming situation: Leases and manages a farm,
owns farmland
Nathan and Laura live and work on a dairy farm
on the east coast of NSW. They lease the farm
from Nathan’s parents, and own farmland close
by which they lease to another farmer.
Nathan leased the farm from his parents and
bought the core herd from a local farmer who was
about to retire. Over time the herd size has grown
from 55 up to 150 head. Laura has gradually
moved from working off-farm full time to spending
all her time on the farm supporting milking and
bookwork.

Future goal
Nathan and Laura’s plan is to grow the farm into a larger and more profitable business. They
plan to double the herd size in five years. This is partly motivated by the need for greater worklife balance: having a larger farm will allow them to bring on a worker and allow them to take
some days off.

Barriers to reaching this goal
Drought is the biggest barrier to maintaining and growing their business. Nathan and Laura have been
severely impacted by drought and were forced to buy feed for the long periods without rainfall. They
were forced to sell 40 cows to maintain their bottom line.
“Drought takes a toll financially, physically and mentally. We’re quite positive, but sometimes
you have little moments of ‘how are we going to pay for the next bale of hay?’”
Shocks from natural disasters such as bushfires and floods were another barrier. These shocks create
instability in the business as they are difficult to plan for, and can have a large impact. Nathan is
relatively used to floods from growing up on a dairy, but the couple has also been impacted by bushfires.
Managing cash flow is a constant challenge for a dairy business. The bushfires and floods are
unpredictable and destroy crops, which force Nathan and Laura to pay for feed. In addition, dairy farmers
are price-takers and are impacted by low milk prices. This means that managing cash flow and
operational budgets on a day-to-day basis to ensure they are consistently making profits and limiting
losses is important to their business viability.
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Involvement with the program
Nathan and Laura participated in the individual coaching program and attended a Bank Ready
workshop.

Outcomes and impact
Nathan and Laura are more resilient in hard times. The coaching helped them get through the recent
drought, and supported them to stay motivated and continue operating the business.
“A couple of years ago we would have put drought in the ‘too-hard’ basket and gone and got
jobs elsewhere. The coaching has helped us get through this.”
Nathan and Laura have improved their drought preparedness as a result of the program. The coach
has pushed them to prepare for drought and enabled them to manage their budgets and confirm when
the investment is viable.
“We are thinking about drought-proofing ourselves. We need to have enough feed stored for
two years, that process is starting now. We are having a good season, if we continue to get
more rain until autumn we will conserve enough feed for 18 months. We have started
conserving feed in preparation for the next drought.”
Nathan and Laura have improved their decision-making and budgeting. They make operational
decisions on a day-to-day basis guided by finances and spend a lot more time budgeting. The coach
pushed them to cost everything in their business so they would understand the value of their actions and
make decisions based on this information.
“We have changed how we think and do things. Rather than just go out and do it we think if
it will change our business, will it make things easier and cheaper. We are better off, we
have learned a lot about day-to-day decisions. We never used to budget much, now we
budget a lot.”
Nathan and Laura are more willing to adopt a business mindset. Both explained how they spend
more time ‘in the office’ working on the business, and how they saw themselves as business-people
rather than farmers.
“We work on the business instead of in the business. We are better planners now, we are
better business people now. We used to just have a business, now we’re actual business
people.”
The program also increased their motivation to stay in farming. Nathan was inspired by the stories of
other young farmers – both the struggles and the achievements – and explained how it has sharpened
his resolve to continue.
“Hearing their stories and where they have come from and what they have achieved in
farming so far makes you hungry to say, ‘I want to do that’. Hearing other stories makes you
hungry.
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Most Significant Change
The most significant change from the program for me has been our drought preparedness. Before
the coaching we would have said ‘this is getting too hard, we are going to lose more money than we
make.’ Now, coming out of the drought last year, there were a lot of farmers struggling, and we
realised we can make this business work. Overseas in Israel they use every square meter of grass,
we had land we were not using to the best of our ability. Now we are growing off every bit of land, you
might only get 5 bales but every bale counts, that’s less bales than you need to buy. The program
contributed to this by keeping us going during drought, and hearing from other young farmers kept us
hungry to continue. In the future there is going to be another drought, and another flood. There will be
tough times again. Having all that feed sets us up for the next tough time. This is the most significant
change for me because we feel prepared for the next drought or flood.
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7

Approached a bank for the first time

Danny
Age: 21

Location: Eastern NSW

Farming situation: working on family farms,
working as a contractor, owns stock
Danny is a dairy farmer living near the South
Coast of NSW. Danny is 21 years old and works
on his family farmers. In addition, he owns 14
cows, and does contracting work at the local
saleyards. In the past Danny worked in agistment
on his neighbor’s farms and a paddock he had
rented for himself.

Future goal
Danny’s farming goals have changed over the past three years. In 2018 his goal was to
continue working on a farm and gradually build up his herd size. His goals changed when he
met his partner, and they now plan to buy a house in Bathurst, where she will attend university
and he will work in the industry. He will also continue supporting the family farms a couple of
times a week.

In 2018 Danny bought his first dozen cows, and gradually expanded his herd size over time. During the
drought he had excess feed and a good water supply, which allowed him to capitalize on the changes in
prices. Farmers were destocking during the drought to avoid costs and the price of cows dropped, so
Danny was able to purchase cows for low prices and built his herd size up to 60 head. Once the drought
broke many farmers were aiming to restock and the price of cows and cattle skyrocketed. Danny took
advantage of these changes by selling off any cows that were not high-performing and downsized back
to 14 head.
“In Dec 2019 I bought cows for $600, and the first sale back in 2020 topped the market at $2200.
We decided that it was in our best interests to sell off, so we only kept the best of the best. We
splashed out on a good bull, which is the start of our Charolais stud. We have done quite well.”

Involvement with the program
Danny attended Bank Ready and Business Ready events in 2018.

Outcomes and impact
Danny approached a bank for the first time following the events and was approved for a loan. He
explained that the bank Ready event gave him the idea to apply, and while he was unsuccessful the first
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time, he tried again and was successful. Danny never actually used the loan he was approved for, due to
the need to be conservative during drought and his later sales successes.
This experience helped Danny setup and register his business correctly. Through approaching the
bank he learned about the need for setting up his ABN and registering for GST. Once these were setup,
Danny was able to approach the bank again and successfully apply for a loan.
“After the Bank Ready workshop, I went to the bank and tried to get a loan. I was unsuccessful, but
I kept trying. After the Business Ready I tried again and got a small loan. Now I've got a paddock,
and I’ve got the cows. I got the GST, ABN, and BAS all setup - I've never had them before.” –
Young farmer
Danny also explored different accountants following the Business Ready workshop. He explained that
the Business Ready workshop encouraged him to recognise what an accountant could do and question
whether they were doing a good job.

Most Significant Change
The most significant change from the program for me was giving me the idea to approach a bank.
Beforehand I had never attempted to do anything like that, I was only 18 at the time. It wasn’t until
after the workshop that the thought even crossed my mind. Even though I never ended up using the
loan because my plans changed that has been really helpful, even three years later I used the
information when applying for a home loan. This was the most significant change for me because I
had not even thought about that before the event.
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8

Secured funds from a bank

Harry and Liz
Age: 35

Location: Murray

Farming situation: leases a farm
Harry and his partner Liz lease a mixed farm of
320 acres in the Murray region where they sell
beef and commercial grass. Harry works full-time
on the farm and Liz works full-time as a teacher in
a local school, in addition to raising their child.
Harry grew up on a farm and planned to go to
university, but instead took an opportunity to
lease a farm from an older couple who had
decided that farming was too much work for them.
Harry has a casual staff member that supports
him when he needs additional help on the farm.
Harry and his partner do all the bookwork for their
farm, which he learned from his mum.

Future goal
Harry and Liz’ goal for the future is to buy their own farmland so they can be a long-term
business and the entire family can live off the land. While leasing is working for the currently,
they want to own land to maintain the long-term stability and viability of their business. Harry’s
parents own a farm, so there is a chance they could buy their family farm once their parents
retire.

Barriers to reaching this goal
The cost of buying land is the biggest challenge for Harry and Liz. While they have been leasing land
and trying to accumulate funds for almost a decade, the price of land has increased significantly during
this time, and they need something large enough to support their current operations.
“Land properties are sky-rocking in this area and in general around this country. The
challenge is trying to secure enough funds to buy a sizeable new property that you can
make a reasonable return out of, then getting banks back you up in with what you want to
do.”
Marketing their stock is another challenge for Harry and Liz. They want to increase the demand and
profile of their produce so they can sell it at higher prices, but as a small unknown breeder this is a
challenge.
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Managing the business during drought has been another challenge. The recent drought was a
challenge to their business, and they are looking into different options for making their business more
robust or diversified to maintain cash flow during dry times.

Involvement with the program
Harry and Liz participated in the individual coaching program. They participated in the weekly
coaching calls but were only able to attend one face-to-face event and zero farm visits before
COVID changed the format of the program. Since the coaching program finished they have
engaged the business coach to continue supporting their business.

Outcomes and impact
A major outcome from coaching was securing a loan to buy land. The coach helped Harry and Liz get
ready for approaching a bank, and they were able to successfully secure financing to buy a property.
They have not been successful in purchasing so far, but they have been actively bidding on suitable
properties and will continue to do so in the future.
“The finance side came at a good time when we were chasing finance with the bank, and the
coach got us all bank ready and helped us secure financing. We have not been able to buy
property yet, but we are still looking to buy.”
Harry was also able to improve their marketing. Harry highlighted that their marketing was much
improved due to the coach, who had given them guidance on how to promote their products and kept
them accountable for delivering on their marketing plan, such as by attending events. Harry indicated
that this has not resulted in significantly improved demand for their products yet.
Harry has also progressed succession planning with Liz and with his family. While this was an
ongoing discussion that his family had been having for years, Harry explained that the coach had helped
him and Liz plan for succession and how to approach the discussions with their family. Harry felt that
purchasing land from his parents in the next 1-2 years was a realistic goal.
Management of the day-to-day business has improved due to the coaching program. Harry explained
that the coach helped understand how to manage their business more efficiently and the business has
remained viable during the drought.
Harry and Liz have not expanded their networks with other young farmers, as they had limited face-toface engagements with other participants due to COVID. However, they have increased their networks
with industry and potential buyers of their produce in line with their marketing plan.

Most Significant Change
The most significant change from the program for me was the bank ready aspect: being able to
secure funds and feel confidence when dealing with banks. Before the coaching there were different
bank telling us different things, but now we have secured funds and are ready to go. This is the most
significant change for me because the business plan is set and we are ready to grow when the
opportunities present themselves.
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9

Delivered events to other young farmers

Jane
Age: 30

Location: Murray

Farming situation: owns and manages a farm,
works part-time off-farm
Jane and her partner Tim own a small mixed farm
of 230 acres in the Murray region. Their primary
crops are rice, wheat, barley, and canola, and
they are reliant upon the irrigation entitlements
through the Murray-Darling Basin. Jane currently
works part-time on the farm and part-time for
Landcare, in addition to raising two children.
Jane and Tim hail from farming backgrounds and
their parents both have farms in the region. Tim’s
parents have a farm very close to their own, and
both Jane and Tim spend lots of time at his
parents’ farm during the peak season. All the
machinery and equipment needed for their own
farm is borrowed from Tim’s parents.

Future goal
Jane’s goal for the future is to eventually acquire more farmland and improve the profitability
of their current business, so the farm can support their entire family without requiring
supplementation by off-farm income. Jane and Tim hope to acquire farmland by succeeding
both their parents, along with their other siblings.

Barriers to reaching this goal
Improving the drought preparedness of their current farm is the main challenge for Jane and Tim.
While they purchased a small farm they could afford, the property had room for improvement and could
use lots of work both in terms of time and money. The couple are not in a position to hire an additional
worker or move Jane to full-time on the farm after buying the new property and had limited cash flow to
invest in drought preparedness.
“The farm is not set up enough to have a drought, we don’t have fence lines in place and
other things. We really need to focus on the farm so we can get it productive. During this dry
period, we really plan to focus on getting farm into shape so it is ready to go and become a
self-sustaining unit with channels and fence lines in place.” (2018)
Compounding this challenge is the time spent at Tim’s parents’ farm. Jane and especially Tim spends
a significant amount of time there each week, which limits their ability to continue fixing up their own
farm. They are also only able to use machinery when Tim’s parents are not using it.
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“That’s probably our biggest issue – just not having the time. Tim is always having to be
dragged off to his dad’s properties. He has so much responsibility there”
Slow progress in succession planning is another barrier to the business. Both Jane and Tim have
siblings that are also interested in their parents’ farms. While the discussions have commenced with both
families, parents were not interested in handing over parts of farmland or management of the businesses
or providing greater clarity on what succession might look like. The younger generation were frustrated
over the lack of progress but were not able to do anything about it.
“I’ve raised my concerns and that’s all I can do. Succession planning is a pretty big issue. It’s
even just knowing what the plan is, it’s leaving it open to so much risk. You can’t just
separate a farm cleanly; it’s got to be done in a methodical way and it’s got to be over a long
period, not just a few weeks, possibly decades.”
Jess highlighted the challenges for women to participate in the industry, both in terms of hands-on
farming and being selected for family succession. She highlighted how women were not encouraged to
join industry events and participate in hands-on farming, and that basic barriers – such as the ability to
have someone else look after children – prevented many women from attending events. In addition,
discussions about succession in her own family have strongly favoured her brother, despite them both
being interested and active farmers.
“I’m the only women in our local group that’s involved in hands on farming –there’s probably
90% of the group who want to be involved in hands on farming, but they just don’t be
because men don’t encourage it.”

Involvement with the program
Jane attended a Bank Ready and a Bank Savvy then attended the Young Farmers conference
in 2020. Jane said she really enjoyed the conference (including the farm tours) because the
networking and content that was entirely relevant to young farmers.
Jane also received a grant through the Grants for Groups to deliver three workshops to local
young farmers through her role with Landcare. As the Landcare coordinator, she did a needs
analysis by surveying young farmers in her area, finding out where they had skills and
knowledge gaps, then creating three topic areas to focus upon. All these topics were related to
business skills and knowledge, so she successfully applied for the grant and selected
speakers to deliver the three events.

Outcomes and impact
Jane did not learn anything new from the Bank Ready workshop, as the event content was too
introductory and more appropriate for young farmers getting started. Jane and her partner had already
approached banks and secured a loan, so the content did not apply to her farming situation. However,
Jane was interested in covering the topics in greater detail.
Jane learned about other peoples’ experience with succession from the young farmers conference.
Jane explained that the topics were relevant for her situation, however she does not indicate doing
anything differently because of the conference.
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Jane met new people at the events – including the conference – and had conversations about the
business. However, she has not remained in contact with these people since the events.

Most Significant Change
The most significant change from the program for me has been receiving the grant and delivering
events that are fully tailored to the needs of farmers in the local networking group. This was the most
significant change for me because the events were meeting our needs – as opposed to going to a
general farming conference where only 70 percent is valuable.
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